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  1. What time at night are most of the owls typically most active?

Midnight

Dawn and Dusk

Dawn and Midnight

2. Which category of owls have the highest pitch?

Transgender Owls

Female Owls

Male Owls

3. What is the owl's body dominantly covered in?

Feathers

Loose Skin

Pores

4. The peculiar feature of an owl's eye as compared to humans is?

Owls have red eyes

Owls can see only with 1 eye

The eyeballs are fixed

5. What usually happens when an owl's mate dies?

It finds another mate very quickly

Owls do not remember their mates
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It becomes depressed and sometimes dies

6. Eurasian pygmy owl native to Europe is:

Not nocturnal

Very big

Very weak

7. Which group of owls does Hedwig from Harry Potter belong?

Zebra Owl

Snowy Owl

Great Horned Owl

8. What is Strix Aluco owl native to Europe and Asia known as?

Good Owl

Tawny Owl

Striped Owl

9. What do owl symbolize?

Wisdom

Sacrifice

Foolishness

10. Where do owls keep their eggs generally?

On tree leaves

On tree branches

In holes in trees
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Owls Quiz: questions and answers

Right answers

  1. What time at night are most of the owls typically most active?
  Dawn and Dusk
  2. Which category of owls have the highest pitch?
  Female Owls
  3. What is the owl's body dominantly covered in?
  Feathers
  4. The peculiar feature of an owl's eye as compared to humans is?
  The eyeballs are fixed
  5. What usually happens when an owl's mate dies?
  It becomes depressed and sometimes dies
  6. Eurasian pygmy owl native to Europe is:
  Not nocturnal
  7. Which group of owls does Hedwig from Harry Potter belong?
  Snowy Owl
  8. What is Strix Aluco owl native to Europe and Asia known as?
  Tawny Owl
  9. What do owl symbolize?
  Wisdom
  10. Where do owls keep their eggs generally?
  In holes in trees
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